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Chemistry 20 Unit D  Qualitative Relationships in 
Chemical Changes

What Chemical 
Equations Tell 
(and do not 
tell) Us

Nov 278:41 PM

http://www.periodicvideos.com/#

Nov 2910:18 AM

predict the product(s) of a chemical reaction based upon the reaction type

recall the balancing of chemical equations in terms of atoms, molecules and moles

contrast quantitative and qualitative analysis

POS Checklist:

Nov 2910:20 AM

What does a chemical reaction tell us?

Consider the 
following: Cu(s) + 2AgNO3(aq)        2 Ag(s) + Cu(NO3)2(aq)

The Reaction Tells Us... The Reaction Does Not Tell Us...

 reactants used
 products formed
 molar ratios
 states

 the T and P conditions 
 the process of the reaction 
(only explains the before and 
after, not what is actually 
happening)
 the timeframe of reaction
 the quantities reacting
 how to identify the products

Nov 2910:29 AM

Here are some photos of the reaction (page 278). Does 
this tell us some of the things the equation alone didn't?

Before Reaction. Moments After 
Reaction.

24 h After 
Reaction.

 the T and P conditions 
 the process of the reaction 
 the timeframe of reaction
 the quantities reacting
 how to identify the products

Nov 2910:41 AM

Diagnostic Test: a short laboratory 
procedure that identifies a chemical.

There are other ways to answer some of these 
questions when observing a reaction. One way is 
through performing some diagnostic tests.

Let's check out a few 
diagnostic tests you will 
need to be familiar with:

http://www.periodicvideos.com/#
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Nov 278:42 PM

(pg 273)

Ans: ______

Diagnostic Test 

Nov 299:55 AM

Ans: ________

Diagnostic Test 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lime_water#Uses_of_Limewater

Nov 299:56 AM

Diagnostic Test 

Ans: _________

Nov 299:57 AM

Diagnostic Test 
Ans: __________

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cobalt_chloride#Uses

Nov 2910:01 AM

Oxygen  a glowing splint reignites (hydrocarbon 
combustion)

Carbon dioxide  turns lime water milky
(solubility table)

Hydrogen  is combustible 
(hydrocarbon combustion)

Liquid Water  turns cobalt (II) chloride test strips 
from blue to pink
(ion colour)

List of Diagnostic Tests (so far)

Nov 2910:50 AM

Trying some Diagnostic Tests 
(Exploration page 275)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/lime_water#uses_of_limewater
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/cobalt_chloride#uses
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Nov 301:33 PM

Diagnostic tests are qualitative analysis. They 
give information about identity of a chemical by 
their qualities.

Other tests and processes we will examine later 
are quantitative, they give information about the 
quantity of chemicals.

(i.e. no calculations were used)

(calculations will be used)

Nov 2910:53 AM

Assumptions Made with Chemical Reactions
1. Reactions are spontaneous: they start to occur as 
soon as the reactants are mixed

2. Reactions are fast: the products are produced right 
away

All three photos 
show reactions 
between iron and 
oxygen.

Nov 2910:59 AM

3. Reactions are quantitative: all of the reactants 
turn into products

4. Reactions are stoichiometric: there is a simple, 
whole number ratio between reactants and products

Dec 24:35 PM

Practice: read page 276  280
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